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WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET.

---------------------------------------------------------

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DOI: (U) 971117.
SUMMARY: (b)(1), (c) SEEMS TO KNOW A LOT ABOUT PARAMILITARIES AND THEIR LINKS TO DRUG TRAFFICKERS AND THE ARMY.

TEXT: 1. (b)(1), (c) THE 17TH BRIGADE LOCATED AT CAREPA IN THE URABA REGION OF NORTHWESTERN ANTIOQUIA DEPARTMENT. THIS IS THE UNIT HAVING RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CURRENTLY TENSE BORDER WITH PANAMA, WHICH IS EXPERIENCING THE SPILLOVER EFFECTS OF GUERRILLAS AND PARAMILITARIES ACTING WITH RELATIVE IMPUNITY AGAINST INNOCENT CIVILIANS, MANY OF WHOM HAVE BEEN DISPLACED OR MURDERED, ON BOTH SIDES OF THE BORDER.

2. (b)(1), (c) SPECIAL COMMAND (COMANDO ESPECIAL CONJUNTO, OR CEC), WHICH IS THE COLAR'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE COUNTERNARCOTICS EFFORT TO CAPTURE DRUG KINGPINS KNOWN AS THE "BLOQUE DE BUSQUEDA" (SEARCH BLOC), LOCATED IN CALI (VALLE DEL CAUCA). (b)(1), (c)
There is a "body count syndrome" in the Colar when it comes to pursuing the guerillas. According to this mindset tends to fuel human rights abuses by otherwise well-meaning soldiers trying to get their quota to impress superiors. It could also lead to a cavalier, or at least passive, approach when it comes to allowing the paramilitaries to serve as proxies for the Colar in contributing to the guerilla body count.

5. (b)(1)(A)(c) said that was intimately familiar with the record of two 17th Brigade commanders. The first was BG Victor Julio (Alvarez) Vargas, whom said really liked and respected. Alvarez commanded the brigade in 1995 and was replaced in Jan 96 by BG Rito Alejo (Del Rio) Rojas, about whom he had fewer nice things to say.

6. (b)(1)(A)(c) was asked if the paramilitary wave of violence in the Uraba region and the related military collusion were recent phenomena. Replied in the negative, saying that military cooperation with the paramilitaries had been occurring for a number of years, but that it had gotten much worse under Del Rio. (b)(2)(A) After his brigade command, BG Alvarez became director of the Escuela Militar de Cadetes "Jose Maria Cordova" (the Colar equivalent of West Point), where he
HAS SERVED THE PAST TWO YEARS WITH distinction. ALVAREZ IS NOW HEADED TO SANTA MARTA (MAGDALENA) IN EARLY JAN 98 TO TAKE OVER THE FIRST DIVISION FROM MG IVAN (RAMIREZ). QUINTERO, THOUGH ALVAREZ IS ONE YEAR AWAY FROM 2-STAR PROMOTION ELIGIBILITY. BG DEL RIO, ONE YEAR JUNIOR TO ALVAREZ, IS DUE TO RETURN TO BOGOTA TO TAKE OVER THE URBAN-BASED 13TH BRIGADE. FOR DETAILS ON THESE AND OTHER GENERAL OFFICER REASSIGNMENTS, SEE IIIR\(b)(2)\.

HEADLINES ABOUT INTELLIGENCE PURGE OBSCURE ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW DIVISION AND BRIGADE COMMANDERS (U), DTG 251750Z NOV 97.

7. OBSERVING THAT BG DEL RIO'S NEW BOSS WILL BE THE FIFTH DIVISION COMMANDER, MG JORGE ENRIQUE (MORA) RANGEL, (b)(1).1.4(c) CONCURRED THAT THIS FORMER JOINT OPERATIONS DIRECTOR (D-3) AND WAR COLLEGE DIRECTOR DOES INDEED HAVE AN UNBLEMISHED PUBLIC REPUTATION. NEVERTHELESS, OPINED THAT, WHEN IT CAME TO HIS RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PARAMILITARIES, MORA "PROBABLY WAS ONE OF THOSE WHO LOOKED THE OTHER WAY." WAS REFERRING IN PARTICULAR TO THE TIME FRAME WHEN MORA WAS A BG COMMANDING THE LARGE AND CRITICAL 4TH BRIGADE IN MEDELLIN (ANTIOQUIA), THE SISTER UNIT TO THE 17TH, BACK IN 1994-95. ALSO FELT THAT AN EARLIER COMMANDER OF THAT UNIT, FORMER COLAR AND MILITARY FORCES COMMANDER GEN HAROLD (BEDOYA) PIZARRO, FELL INTO THE SAME CATEGORY. IN OTHER WORDS, OFFICERS SUCH AS MORA AND THE NOW RETIRED BEDOYA NEVER ALLOWED THEMSELVES TO BECOME DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN ENCOURAGING OR SUPPORTING PARAMILITARY ACTIVITIES, BUT THEY TURNED THEIR BACKS TO WHAT WAS HAPPENING AND FELT THE COLAR SHOULD IN NO WAY BE BLAMED FOR ANY RESULTING HUMAN RIGHTS ATROCITIES COMMITTED.

8. WHILE (b)(1).1.4(c) WAS SERVING IN URABA, NEXT HIGHER HEADQUARTERS FOR BOTH THE 17TH AND 4TH BRIGADES WAS THE FIRST DIVISION, WHICH WAS COMMANDED BY MG RAMIREZ AT THE TIME AND STILL WILL BE FOR A COUPLE MORE WEEKS UNTIL BG ALVAREZ TAKES OVER IN SANTA MARTA AND RAMIREZ RETURNS TO BOGOTA TO BECOME COLAR INSPECTOR GENERAL (IG). IS NO FAN OF RAMIREZ, WHO IS CONVINCED HAS GONE FAR BEYOND THE PASSIVE PHASE WITH PARAMILITARIES AND IS ACTIVELY SUPPORTING THEM. (b)(1).1.4(c) IS CONCERNED ABOUT THE POTENTIAL DIRECTION THE COLAR COULD TAKE IF RAMIREZ ABUSES HIS POSITION AS IG OR, WORSE, IF HE IS ALLOWED TO RISE TO EVEN HIGHER POSITIONS IN THE ARMED FORCES HIERARCHY. IS NOT OVERLY OPTIMISTIC THAT THE MILITARY CURRENT LEADERSHIP WILL TAKE ANY FIRM ACTION TO GET RID OF RAMIREZ IN THE SHORT TERM.

COMMENTS: 1. (b)(1).1.4(c)